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AbstRACt  With the ICRP recommendations Publications 103, 109 and 111 (ICRP, 
2007; ICRP 2009a, 2009b), new concepts and quantities have been intro-
duced into emergency management and rehabilitation. two of them will 
possibly influence national procedures, but for sure they will influence 
countermeasure simulation approaches: 1. the concept of a “reference 
level” for emergency and existing controllable exposure situations that 
represents the level of dose or risk, above which it is judged to be inap-
propriate to plan to allow exposures to occur, and for which therefore 
protective actions should be planned in advance. 2. When deciding on 
the optimum course of protective actions, all exposure pathways and 
all relevant actions have to be taken into account. the major changes 
for the simulation models result from the second recommendation that 
all exposure pathways must be considered when deciding on protective 
actions. so far all countermeasure simulations in the early phase of an 
emergency are carried out by considering individual countermeasures 
such as sheltering or evacuation, if some dose limit for the respective 
action is exceeded. this approach has to be changed and strategies of 
several countermeasures analysed and simulated with the ultimate goal 
not to exceed the reference level over a given time period, typically one 
year.
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1. Introduction

in 2007, the new icRp Recommendations (icRp, 2007) on radiation protec-
tion principles were issued presenting a distinct evolution of the former ones is-
sued more than 15 years earlier (icRp, 1991). these recommendations play an 
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important role as they influence national, European or even international standards 
that will become national or international law at one point in time. the icRp pub-
lication 60 recommendations were based on the concept of dose saved arguing that 
a countermeasure should be introduced as soon as the result, the dose saved, justi-
fies the measure. Countermeasures are treated separately resulting in intervention 
levels triggering the initiation of each of the various countermeasures individually.

the concept of a “reference level” is proposed for emergency and existing 
controllable exposure situations that represents the level of dose or risk, above 
which it is judged to be inappropriate to plan to allow exposures to occur, and for 
which therefore protective actions should be planned in advance. this concept 
as a consequence requires an integrated treatment of all exposure pathways for 
accidental and existing exposure situations thus differing considerably from the 
existing concept of single exposure pathways resulting in actions such as shelter-
ing, evacuation and distribution of stable iodine tablets.

the reference level and the integrated management approach results in a new 
target for the preplanning and optimisation that is called “residual dose” after a 
certain time period, typically defined as one year. This value can be seen as the 
target for any management strategy. none of the existing models can deal with 
these new recommendations, even if some effort was spent in the RodoS system 
(ehrhardt, 2000; Raskob, 2010) to have at least a demonstration of the potential 
effect of the icRp recommendations on the countermeasure management.

2. status of modeling

all european member states use intervention criteria for individual countermea-
sures. This is reflected in the mathematical models implemented in modern Deci-
sion Support Systems such as aRGoS (Hoe, 2001) and RodoS. in RodoS for 
example the model for early countermeasures comprises individual sub-models 
for sheltering, evacuation and iodine prophylaxis, only coupled in their timing 
parameters but separated in terms of initiation criteria. Furthermore, the late phase 
models for inhabited areas and food production systems are also separate entities 
optimised for the usage in their individual filed of modelling.

Further to this, at present, the approaches used in Europe for the definition of 
the intervention limit differ from country to country. the most serious difference is 
the usage of the projected dose or the averted dose. the latter one is in line with the 
“old” ICRP recommendations whereas the projected dose reflects the new recom-
mendations. For example the 23 countries represented in the RodoS system use 
both the averted dose (14 countries) and the projected dose (9 countries). 

in 2007, Heads of european Radiation control authorities launched an initia-
tive to harmonise european action levels for early phase countermeasures. a work-
ing group with the name “emergency preparedness and action Levels” (epaL) 
was established in which 13 European countries aim to find consensus and also 
consider new recommendations such as the icRp publication 103. Results from 
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this group or the expert Group on implementation of new international Recom-
mendations for emergency exposure Situations (eGiReS) of the Working party 
of nuclear emergency matters (Wpnem) of the nuclear energy agency (nea) 
will be an important input to potential modifications of the simulation models.

3. Methodolical challenges of the new recommendations

as part of the neRiS platform a working group has been set up to support the 
model development. the objective of that working group is to provide guidance 
on the methodological aspects and the operational application of the new simula-
tion models. Within the first meeting in November 2010, this group identified a list 
of challenges and topics that should be considered when developing new simula-
tion models.

Questions have been raised such as:
1. is the “residual dose” the right target for decision making?
2.  Should the new models support the use of operational intervention levels 

(oiLs) and emergency action levels (eaLs) as trigger levels for initiating 
a countermeasure strategy?

3.  is there a possibility to stay with the individual intervention levels but op-
timise them in advance that they fit to the reference level?

4.  is the distribution of iodine tablets a single measure with its own criterion 
or part of a strategy?

5.  is there a need to have more than one reference level, dependent on the 
threat?

6. How to define the dose criteria for the lifting of measures?
7.  is the dose from food part of the simulation strategy or should a dose from 

food consumption of 5 mSv be assumed as maximum related to the current 
maximum concentration levels in food?

consensus was reached, that oiLs and eaLs are important for the operational 
community, in particular for the fast decision making in case of an emergency. 
as these values do not exist at the moment, it was requested, that the new models 
should be applicable to derive such values based on scenario calculations.

it was also agreed that the contribution of the foodchain should be considered 
together with all the other exposure pathways. this implies that information about 
consumption habits and about critical groups can be used for the calculations.

there was no agreement so far related to the problem of lifting of early phase 
countermeasures and the dose that is used to derive the reference value or the 
residual dose. in particular how to calculate the projected residual dose is still an 
open question. Some organisations favour the potential dose not taking credit for 
the normal living, whereas others opt for the usage of the best estimate which in-
cludes normal living conditions and no critical groups for the ingestion pathways. 
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to overcome this issue new simulation models might be designed in a way to 
consider all these various options. 

a further challenge can be seen in the request to optimise countermeasures 
with time. optimisation was always part of any recommendation but so far never 
realised in simulation models nor described in detail how to be realised in the 
decision making process. there are statements that optimisation should consider 
not only hard facts but also soft ones (icRp, 2007), however, the operational appli-
cability of these recommendations is questionable. therefore, the working group 
requested that the new simulation models, in particular for the late phase counter-
measures such as decontamination and food, should include specific optimisation 
routines that allow the decision maker to optimise countermeasure strategies as 
soon as new information is available.

including all exposure pathways in one simulation model together with pos-
sibilities to define strategies and to optimise them with time might result in a com-
plex user interface that is not user friendly and difficult to operate. Therefore, the 
design of the new model has to be performed together with their users to assure 
that the current usability will not be traded against functionality. Furthermore, the 
optimisation process requires intensive user interaction and this might again be in 
contrast to the simple usage when checking pre-defined countermeasure strategies.

4. Conclusions

the new simulation models that will support the application of the new icRp 
recommendations have to be flexible and should be designed in a way to derive 
necessary information for the operational realisation of the new recommendations 
on a european or national level. it was agreed that icRp publication 103 provides 
a great opportunity to harmonise methods and regulations on a european wide 
level, given the fact that a simulation environment will be available that allows to 
define best estimate solutions.

key challenges for the new models are:
• include all exposure pathways in a consistent way in one simulation model.
• Provide a flexibility that allows assessing different potential threat scenar-

ios to derive oiLs and eaLs.
• provide a methodological approach and guidance to optimise late phase 

countermeasures such as decontamination and ingestion.
• Usability of the new models should not be lost due to a more comprehen-

sive modelling.
to answer these challenges, a neRiS-tp working group has met and a design 
document has been prepared for comment by all potential end users including the 
neRiS platform icRp working group. decisions taken so far will be presented in 
a second paper describing the proposed model realisation.
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